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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the boundaries between Online Business and Online Communication have become increasingly
blurred. Many Online Business websites support the mechanism of social login where users can sign on the
websites using their social network identities such as their Face book or Twitter accounts. Users can also post
their newly purchased products on micro blogs with links to the Online Business product web pages. In this
paper we propose a novel solution for cross-site Problem In Crucial product Propose, which aims to
recommend products from Online Business websites to users at Online Communication sites in “Problem In
Crucial” situations, a problem which has rarely been explored before. A major challenge is how to leverage
grasp extracted from Online Communication sites for cross-site Problem In Crucial product Propose. We
propose to use the linked users across Online Communication sites and Online Business websites (users who
have Online Communication accounts and have made purchases on Online Business websites) as a bridge to
map users’ Online Communication features to another feature representation for product Propose. In specific,
we propose learning both users’ and products’ feature representations (called user implants and product
implants, respectively) from data collected from Online Business websites using recurrent neural networks and
then apply a modified gradient boosting trees method to transform users’ Online Communication features into
user implants. We then develop a feature-based matrix factorization approach which can leverage the learnt
user implants for Problem In Crucial product Propose. Experimental results on a large dataset constructed from
the largest Chinese micro blogging service SINA WEIBO and the largest Chinese B2C Online Business website
JINGDONG have shown the effectiveness of our proposed Software Set.
Keywords: E-Commerce, Microblogs, Recommendation Systems, Product Demographic, Social Networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

towards the designing of more intelligent and

The ongoing rapid expansion of the Internet and easy

autonomous information retrieval systems, known as
Propose Systems.

availability of numerous Online Business and social
networks services, such as Online Recommender,

An enormous amount of user generated content as

Foursquare, and Gowalla, have resulted in the sheer

online networking gives an incredible chance to build

volume of data collected by the service providers on

a recommendation system with the accompanying

daily basis. The continuous accumulation of massive

elements.

volumes of data has shifted the focus of research
community from the basic information retrieval
problem to the filtering of pertinent information

 Collective wisdom: A social approach (e.g., get

thereby making it more relevant and personalized to

explored), received by inexperienced users in

some information about the area to be

user’s query. Therefore, most research is now directed
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new region, can give more updated and exact

match with users’ preferences. Despite having very

data. However it requires time for users to

hopeful features, the VRS suffer with numerous

process and set up together the gathered data

clampdown and

for utilization. We can explore collective

challenge for such systems is to process data at the

wisdom to accumulate users areas in a city by

real-time and extract preferred Site Of Concepts from

historical background, that are the site Of ideas

a massively huge and diverse dataset of users’

gone to by the client.
 Personalization: Making a basic assumption

historical check-ins. Further complexity to the
problem is added by also taking into the account the

that users have particular inclinations and along

real time contextual information, such as: (a) Site Of

these lines visit areas that have comparable

Concept

elements and check-ins and providing reviews

preferences and (b) Site Of Concept closeness based

at a visited location is an indication that the

on geographic information.

challenges. A major research

selection

based

on

user’s

personal

client likes that area. We can prescribe
customized areas to clients in various and

1.2 Research Problem

obscure locales with the assistance of their

In scientific literature, several works, have applied

historical records.

Grouping Together Filtering (CF) to the Propose

 Context awareness: User preferences in terms

problem in VRS. The CF based approach in VRS lean

of going to a location or various locations in a
specific sequence could be influenced by their

to generate Proposes based on the similarity in actions
and routines of users. However, despite being less

current spatial, environmental, or temporal

complicated, most CF-based Propose techniques

contexts.

suffer from several clampdown that make them less
ideal choice in many real-life practical applications.

1.1 Research Motivation

The following are the most common factors that

Propose systems are increasingly emerging as an
integral component of Online Business applications

affect the performance of many existing CF-based
Propose systems:

For instance, the integrated Propose system of Online
Recommender provides customers with personalized

A. Problem in Crucial. The Problem in Crucial

Proposes for various items of interest. Propose

occurs when a Propose system has to suggest Site

systems utilize various grasp find out techniques on a

Of Concepts to the user that is newer to the

user’s

to

system. Insufficient Logins for the new user

recommend products and services that best match the

results in zero similarity value that degrades the

user’s preferences. In recent years, emergence of

performance of the Propose system. The only way

numerous mobile Online Communication services,

for the system to provide Propose in such scenario

such

is to wait for sufficient check-ins by the user at

historical

as,

data

Facebook

and

and

current

Google

context

Latitude

has

significantly gained the attraction of a large number

different Site of Concepts.

of subscribers. A mobile Online Communication
service allows a user to perform a “check-in” that is a

B. Data sparseness. Many existing Propose systems

small feedback about the place visited by the user.

suffer from data sparseness problem that occurs

Large number of check-ins on daily bases results in

when users have visited only a limited number of

the accumulation of massive volumes of data. Based

Site of Concepts. This results into a sparsely filled

on the data stored by such services, several Site Of
Concept-based Propose Systems (VRS) [1] were

user to venue check-in matrix. The sparseness of
such matrix [10] creates difficulty in finding

developed. Such systems are designed to perform

sufficient reliable similar users to generate good

Propose of Site Of Concepts to users that most closely

quality Propose.
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C. Scalability.

Majority

of

traditional

Propose

Hub-Average (HA) [8] inference method. The HA

systems suffer from scalability issues. The fast and

method computes and assigns popularity Categorizing

dynamic expansion of number of users causes

to Site Of Concepts and users at various geographical

recommender system to parse millions of check-

locations. With such Categorizing available, the new

in records to find the set of similar users. Some of

user can be recommended with Site Of Concepts that

the Propose systems employ data mining and

have highest Categorizing in a geographical region.

machine learning techniques to reduce the dataset
size. However, there is an inherent tradeoff

To improve scalability performance, the Remote
Storage Problem In Crucial Software Set follows

between reduced dataset size and Propose quality.

Software as a Service (SaaS) approach by utilizing a

The immediate effect of the above-mentioned

modular service architecture. The primary advantage

issues is the degradation in performance of most

of this approach is that the proposed Software Set can

of the CF-based Propose systems. Therefore, it is

scale on demand as additional virtual machines are

not adequate to rely solely on simplistic but

created and deployed.

memory-intensive CF approach to generate
Proposes.
1.3 Methods and Contributions
In this paper, we propose Problem In Crucial, a
hybrid cloud based Bi-Objective Propose Software Set
(BORF) [8] that overcomes the clampdown exhibited
by traditional CF-based approaches. The Problem In
Crucial Software Set combines memory-based and
model-based approach of CF in a hybrid architecture
to generate optimal Proposes for the current user. The
memory based CF model utilizes a user’s historical
data and user to- Site Of Concept closeness to predict
Site Of Concepts for the current user.
To address data sparseness caused by zero similarities,
we utilize a metric known as belief measure. The
belief measure defines the conditional probability that
two users will show interest in the same set of Site Of
Concepts and is expressed as the ratio of the number
of Site Of Concepts visited by both users together to
the number of Site Of Concepts visited by any one of
the two users. The belief measure is used to bridge
weight between two users’, if and only if the
similarity between the users is zero. Like this, belief
measure helps replacing many zero similarity entries
in user-to-user to matrix by alternate non-zero entries,
thereby improving Propose quality.
The proposed Software Set also suggests a solution to
Problem In Crucial problem by utilizing model-based

We adopt a bi-objective optimization approach that
considers the two primary objectives: (a) Site Of
Concept preference and (b) location closeness. Site Of
Concept preference determines how much the Site Of
Concept meets the criteria of user’s interests, whereas
Site Of Concept closeness indicates how closely a
desired Site Of Concept is located relative to a user’s
location. The Problem In Crucial Software Set
generates optimized Proposes by simultaneously
considering
the
trade-offs
aforementioned objectives. In

between
summary,

the
the

contributions of our work are as follows.
 We propose a Remote Storage Software Set
consisting of bi objective optimization methods
named as CF-BORF and greedy-BORF. The
Genetic Algorithm based BORF (GA-BORF)
utilizes

Non-dominated

Sorting

Genetic

Algorithm (NSGA-II) to optimize the Site Of
Concept Propose problem.
 Introduction of a pre-processing phase which
performs data improvement using HA.
 We perform extensive experiments on our
internal Open Nebula cloud setup running on
96 core Super micro Super Server SYS-7047GRTRF systems. The experiments were conducted
on real-world “Go Walla” [6] dataset. To the
best of our grasp this is the first work to
incorporate the bi-objective optimization
techniques into VRS. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: The related work is
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reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the

area based recommendation. In Geo-Social DB,

system implementation of the proposed BORF

services are given as question operators inside a

Software Set, and Section 4 provides the results

database motor to streamline the inquiry processing.

and analysis and the conclusion and Future
Scope of the paper is given in Section 5.

Pedro G Campos et.al [5] presents a comprehensive
survey and analysis of the state of the art on Time-

II. RELATED WORK

aware recommender systems (TARS). A wide range of
methods dealing with the time dimension in user

We summarize the different study conducted on

modeling and recommendation strategies has been

different methods.

proposed.

The

study

shows

that

significant

divergences appear in the evaluation protocols used
Mao Ye et.al [2] explains the issues in realizing

that is in metrics and methodologies.

location recommendation for extensive locationbased social networks, by exploiting the social and

A Noulas et.al [6] proposes New Site Of Concept

geographical characteristics of users and places. Even

Propose in Location-Based Social Networks by

there exists a strong social and geospatial tie among

examining how the venue discovery conducts

users and their favorite places in the system. Hence,

characterization of the large check-in datasets from

a Friend
based
Collaborative
Filtering (FCF)
methodology for location recommendation on the

two different location based social services like
Foursquare and GoWalla: by using large-scale datasets

basis of collaborative ratings of places made by social

containing both user check-ins and social ties. Finally,

friends is developed. A variant of FCF technique,

by proposing a new model based on personalized

namely Geo

provides

random walks over a user-place graph, which

recommendation

seamlessly improves the users’ visits by combining

elasticity

in

Measured
tradeoff

FCF (GM-FCF),
between

effectiveness and processing overhead.

social network and venue visit frequency data.

Y. Zheng et.al [3] Mining interesting locations and

Yerach Doytsher et.al [7] proposes a graph model for

travel sequences from GPS trajectories, propose to

socio-spatial networks that holds information on

mine interesting

classical travel

often travelled routes and also present a query

sequences in a particular geospatial region using

processing language for graph traversal operations to

multiple users’ GPS trajectories. This work is done

show how efficient the queries over the network can

firstly by modeling individuals’ locations history

be evaluated.

locations

and

using Tree Based Hierarchical Graph (TBHG). Second
by proposing Hypertext Induced Topic Search (HITS)

S. Seema and S. Alex [8] explains issues pertaining to

based inference model,

cold start and data sparseness and to address them,

This helps an individual’s access for a location as a
directed link from the user regarding the location.

BORF performs data pre-processing by using the

Third by considering the interests of the locations and

Weighted Sum Approach (WSA) is implemented for

the users’ travel experience, mining of the classical

scalar optimization and an evolutionary algorithm

travel experiences is done.

(NSGA-II) is applied for vector optimization to

Hub-Average

(HA)

inference

model

and

the

provide optimal suggestions regarding the venues to
Chin Yin Chow et.al [4] presents a Geo-Social DB;
which propose three areas based long range

the users.

interpersonal communication administrations like,

Shalini Bhaskar et.al [9] explains that the concept of

area based news feed, area based news ranking, and

finding

frequent

itemsets
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weights is of great importance in Association Rule

if it is visited by many expert users and a user as

Mining (ARM). The main advantage of this approach

expert if she has visited many popular Site Of

is, weights can be derived from the dataset itself

Concepts. The users and Site Of Concepts that have

rather than being given by domain expert. The

very low scores are pruned from the dataset during

modification of Apriori algorithm for Weighted

offline pre-processing phase to reduce the online

Association Rule Mining (WARM) without pre-

computation time.

assigned weights using HITS algorithm has been
attempted earlier. The drift effect is a major limitation

3. Mapping

of HITS algorithm. In this paper, a new approach

The mapping module registers similitude graphs

HAP-Growth (Hub-Averaging Pattern-Growth) is

among master users for a given area during pre -

proposed for WARM without pre-assigned weights.

processing stage. The goal of similarity graph

HAP-Growth algorithm generates frequent itemsets

calculation is to produce a system of like - minded

using Hub-Averaging in conjunction with pattern

individuals who share the comparative inclinations

tree approach.

for different Site Of Concepts they visit in a
geographical area. The mapping module likewise

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

figures Site Of Concept closeness in light of
geographical distance between the user and well

3.1 Module description:
Through the careful analysis, the system has been

known Site Of Concepts.

identified to have the following modules.

4. Propose system

1. User Profiles

The online Propose module that runs a support to get

2. Categorizing

Propose questions from users. A users demand

3. Mapping

comprises of: (a) current context, (for example, GPS

4. Propose system

area of user, time, and locale), and (b) a bounded
region encompassing the user from where the top N

1. User Profiles

Site Of Concepts will be chosen for the present

The Problem In Crucial Software Set maintains

user(N is number of Site Of Concepts).The Propose

records of users’ profiles for each geographical region.

benefit passes the client's question to optimization

A user’s profile consists of the user’s identification,

module that uses scalar and vector optimization

Site Of Concepts visited by the user, and check-in

procedures to produce an ideal arrangement of Site Of

time at a Site Of Concept.

Concepts. In the proposed Software Set, the scalar
optimization method uses the CF - based approach

2.

Categorizing

and greedy heuristics to create user preferred

On top of users’ profiles, the Categorizing module

Proposes. The vector optimization strategy, in

performs functionality during the pre - processing
phase of data refinement. The pre - processing can be

particular GA-BORF, uses evolutionary algorithms,
for example, NSGA-II to deliver enhanced Proposes.

performed in the form of periodic batch jobs running
at monthly or weekly basis as configured by system

The architecture diagram which consists of cloud

administrator. The Categorizing module applies

server, admin, remote user, web database which are

model - based HA inference method on users’ profiles

connected as shown in Figure 1.

to assign Categorizing to the set of users and Site Of
Concepts based on mutual reinforcement relationship.
The idea is to extract a set of popular Site Of Concepts
and expert users. We call a Site Of Concept as popular,
International Journal of Scientific Research in Science, Engineering and Technology (ijsrset.com)
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when the assignments don't change starting with one
iteration, then onto the next.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture
3.2 Proposed Algorithm:
The algorithm, which is used in the proposed design
is the Lloyd's algorithm, mostly known as k-means
algorithm, which in turn is used to solve the k-means
clustering problem and works as follows. First, decide

We take up three widely used metrics for the
evaluation of Propose system results like, Precision@k
and Recall@k, where these two will reflects the
performance of top k-recommendations and the Area
Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
(AUC).
For each user, we take the first đ% of her
purchase records as the training data, and the
remaining (100-đ)% as the test data. To examine the
performance with varying amount of training data,
we set đ to 50, 66 and 75, which correspond to the
#training #test ratios of 1:1, 2:1 and 4:1 respectively.
4.1 Methods to Compare:
We consider the following methods for performance
comparison:

Most Popular (MP): Locations are weighted by
how often they have been visited in the past.

the number of clusters k. Then proceed with the steps
as shown in the table 1 below:
Table 1. Steps involved in the proposed algorithm

1.

2.

Initialize
centre
of
clusters
Attribute
closest cluster
each data point

the μi= some value , i=1,...,k
the
the ci={j:d(xj,μi)≤d(xj,μl),l≠i,j
to =1,...,n}

3.

Set the position of μi=1|ci|∑j∈cixj,∀i
each cluster to the
mean of all data
points belonging to
that cluster

4.

Repeat steps 2-3 |c|= number of elements
until convergence in c
notation

User-based Collaborative Filtering (UCF): User
based CF guess a test user’s interest in a test entry
based on the rating data from similar users. We
will even consider incorporating the item-based
collaborative filtering (ICF) as a contrast. In our
experiments, ICF produced similar results as UCF,
therefore we only report the results of UCF.
Matrix Factorization (MF): the standard MF
method as in User attributes are incorporated
into the basic matrix factorization algorithm for
venue rating prediction.
Propose System (PS): This is our proposed
method.
We present the results of different methods in Table 2
using a different split of training and test set.

The algorithm in the long run meets to a point,
despite the fact that it is not really the minimum of
sum of squares. That is on the grounds that the issue is
non-convex and the algorithm is only a heuristic,
joining to a local minimum. The algorithm stops
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Table 2. Performance comparisons of different
methods. The improvement of PS over the other
baselines is significant, which is represented with
darkened values.
#training
#test

Metrics

MP

UCF

1:1

P@10
R@10
AUC

0.006
0.007
0.510

0.070
0.049
0.643

0.102 0.110
0.069 0.085
0.685 0.698

P@10
R@10
AUC

0.017
0.005
0.648

0.102
0.030
0.755

0.102 0.103
0.030 0.036
0.767 0.774

P@10
R@10
AUC

0.042
0.008
0.737

0.105
0.021
0.799

0.111 0.119
0.023 0.026
0.814 0.829

2:1

4:1

MF
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